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Abstract Rapid advances in the field of consumer elec-

tronic devices have made home automation a research issue

of increasing importance. In recent years, one of the most

popular and widely used devices in certain consumer

electronic applications has been RFID (Radio Frequency

Identification) and of particular interest here is Near Field

Communication (NFC), a two-way communication tech-

nology based on RFID. A setup that has a NFC device

embedded in a cellular phone has attracted growing

attention for various business applications, among them

payments and ticketing. In this paper, we propose a novel

application and framework that uses a NFC phone to create

a personalized digital home environment. With this pro-

posed setup, by one touch the NFC phone is used to send a

request that carries predefined personal preferences to

control various home appliances. We present the system

architecture and implement the prototype, employing such

well-known standards as NFC, OSGi, and UPnP to dem-

onstrate the feasibility of the framework. We then evaluate

the performance for efficiency and discuss the merits of the

approach.

Keywords Near field communication � RFID �
Personalization � Home automation � Digital home �
Smart space

1 Introduction

Automation [1] is a key factor in smart home environment

and given the advances in many consumer electronic

technologies, an increasingly important research issue.

Emerging technologies, such as ZigBee [2], mobile phone

[3], and IR [4] are making ever more information appli-

ances capable of remote control and thus enhancing con-

venience in the lives of consumers.

In addition, the smart environment that assists people

has acquired extra significance in these times of aging

populations. Several such systems have been proposed [5–

11, 35, 36], each exploiting advanced technologies to

construct a context-aware [5, 9, 12] smart space. In general,

they construct a public smart space by acquiring a public

context. However, in the smart home environment, what

the user prefers is very important, so personalization is

certainly a further appropriate issue [13]. The need in the

smart home context is to help users employ user preference

accurately control their selected appliances and generally

create a more comfortable domestic ambience. Additional

and in time increasingly necessary considerations in the

discussion of an advanced home automation platform are

energy saving and carbon reduction, diversity, cost, con-

venience, and security. An easy-to-use framework espe-

cially designed for smart spaces with multiple devices and

complex settings will attract and inspire more users.
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1.1 Problem and motivation

To illustrate the issue and explain the motivation for this

paper, we present the following scenario and description of

operations. A user arriving home at a residential community

may well use RFID authentication to gain entry. It may then

be necessary to go through a sequence of operations to reach

the front door. For instance, if arriving after dark, there may

be a poorly lit garden path to negotiate before reaching the

lobby of a multi-storey building and before spending time

waiting for an elevator. On reaching the right floor, it may be

necessary to find another RFID key for the front door.

Finally, there may be a number of home appliances to be

switched on one-by-one: lights, air-conditioner, machine for

making a much welcome cup of coffee, and so on.

At least two ways of simplifying such a train of opera-

tions has been proposed, namely, the Mobile-controlled

Home Automation,1,2 (MC) and the Web Services-based

Home Automation (WS) [14, 15]. With MC, the user has a

cellular communication channel via which to send control

context and thus remotely control selected appliances. This

approach provides control of home appliances anytime,

anywhere, but it may incur extra communication cost and

needs manual intervention for each configuration, and is

not a simple matter if many appliances are involved. With

WS, the Internet provides the means of control. Multiple

appliances can be configured in each operation through a

wired network, which means that extra connection cost is

avoided. However, the issue of difficulty here is indeed the

means itself, in that the user may need to access to the

Internet and the Web point to do the configuring. In

addition, with both MC and WS, manual operation is

unavoidably necessary, even if the control context is the

same for every required occasion.

As is well known, cryptography-embedded RFID

inherently enjoys the characteristics of security and privacy

[16]. Using RFID as a key implies that authentication and

authorization will be checked. Both MC and WS need extra

support to check authorization when the user enters the

residential community or controls any appliances [17].

NFC3 [18] is an extension of RFID technology and has an

inherent two-way communication capability. NFC protocol

distinguishes between two modes of operation: active and

passive. With the first, one NFC peer can actively send a

message to another, while the second only serves as a

passive tag. The NFC phone embeds the NFC device in a

cellular phone and can be employed in a growing number of

applications [19–21], among them contactless transactions

such as payment and transit ticketing. A device of this sort

provides simple and fast data transfer including calendar

synchronization or electronic business cards, as well as

access to online digital content. Not many applications have

been built with for control as their purpose [22]. It has also

been shown that NFC allows some applications in a per-

vasive computing environment to be made more personal-

ized, dynamic, and intelligent [34].

1.2 Objectives and contribution

It is possible to effect digital home control operations by an

exchange of messages (tags) between a NFC phone and a

NFC reader home located at the residential gateway. The

control context is easily encapsulated in the message by the

Generic Control Record Type Definition (GCRTD) [23] of

NFC. The phone can switch operation modes. Therefore, it

not only serves as the basic key for authenticating entry to

the home environment, but also uses personal preference to

control the information for all related, selected appliances.

At the time where the phone is used to allow entry to the

user, all other operations including authentication can be

automatically executed with one touch, delivering home

automation control via user preference with no complex

interactions. So, any necessary lighting on the way to the

lobby can be switched on in readiness, the elevator pre-

called to wait, and any domestic appliance activated to a

state predefined by the user.

The inherent characteristics of the NFC-embedded

phone that demonstrate its suitability for home automation

applications are as follows:

1. User preference for appliances: the NFC phone easily

carries predefined and pre-stored user preference, with

all control contexts automatically exchanged with one

touch and no manual operation.

2. Security: the NFC phone serves as the key for

checking authority and authentication before control-

ling appliances.

3. Scalability: the NFC phone has much more storage

space than a general RFID [24] and can therefore carry

and store multiple preference of a user.

This paper proposes a novel application framework for a

NFC device, namely, a NFC-driven personalized digital

home environment. The application allows a NFC phone

user to deliver predefined personal preferences that will

control home appliances in a smart home space, that is, the

phone is not only the entry key to the space, but also the

means of personalizing the context for control of selected

appliances within the space. The framework has two

important components, the first the Universal Service

framework for an NFC phone (US-NFC), which is a

negotiation mechanism between NFC devices, and the

1 http://www.mobilecomms-technology.com/projects/foma/.
2 http://blog.neonascent.net/archives/mobile-controlled-home-auto

mation/.
3 NFC Forum, http://www.nfc-forum.org/home.
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second NFC-driven Home Automation Environment

(HAE) architecture, which is to infer whether user prefer-

ence regarding appliances in either space, communal or

domestic. As it is based on US-NFC, the phone can auto-

matically exchange key and user preference with the HAE

without user intervention.

For greater convenience, a simple context orchestration

tool for defining user preference for all appliances is also

presented. In addition to the use of NFC, the environment

also integrates a variety of digital home standards, such as

OSGI4 (Open Service Gateway Initiative), and UPnP5

(Universal Plug and Play) to prototype the platform.

Finally, we implement an ARM-based embedded system

in the prototype to demonstrate usability and conduct a

performance evaluation of efficiency and effectiveness,

followed by a discussion of the merits of the proposal.

The contribution of the paper can be summarized under

three headings:

1. A novel application of NFC to home automation is

proposed, with a design for an architecture that ties

NFC to standards for that automation.

2. A Universal Service framework for the phone (US-

NFC), designed as a negotiation mechanism between

NFC devices, was used to construct a flexible NFC-

driven Home Automation Environment (HAE) archi-

tecture that was suitable for inferring user preference

for appliances both in communal and domestic spaces.

3. A simple authoring tool for creating user preference

for all appliances was presented, as well as a prototype

to demonstrate the feasibility of the architecture and

evaluate the performance and efficiency of the system.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 introduces the NFC and surveys related works.

Section 3 presents the Universal Service Framework for

NFC and depicts an application scenario. Section 4 has a

detailed explanation of the HAE architecture, including the

components and operating procedures. Section 5 depicts

the system prototyping, followed in Sect. 6 by a perfor-

mance evaluation. Finally, conclusions are presented and

future work discussed in Sect. 7.

2 Background

2.1 Near field communication

NFC, based on RFID technology, is a short-range high-

frequency wireless communication technology. It enables

the exchange of data between devices over a distance of

about 10 cm. The technology is a simple extension of the

ISO 14443 proximity-card standard that combines the

interface of a smartcard and a reader into a single device.

A NFC device can communicate with both existing ISO

14443 smartcards and readers, as well as with other NFC

devices, and is thereby compatible with contactless infra-

structure already in use for public transportation and pay-

ment. Figure 1 shows a NFC reference implementation

framework.6 That device can be used either in Peer-to-Peer

mode or in tag read/write mode. The device discovery can

switch the mode: in our work, we mainly employ the Peer-

to-Peer mode for exchanging control context.

As mentioned above, the NFC device can be utilized for

peer-to-peer message exchanges, simply by bringing the

devices close together. A protocol automatically enables

this peer-to-peer communication. These communication

modes can be found in [25]. The NFC chip embedded in the

mobile device reads the information in the tag, thus emu-

lating a smart card, so that the reader can access its data, or

can communicates directly with another NFC device.

Obviously, NFC technology combines two paradigms, the

one being communication between devices, where both

have active power supply and computing capabilities, and

the other being communication between powered devices

and passive tags. Such a mechanism is necessary for many

applications, e.g., file transfer, authentication and authori-

zation, smart poster, and control context.

Some NFC phone manufacturers have provided a pro-

prietary Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) API for developing

mobile applications that make use of NFC capabilities.

Siemens has a NFC Service Platform [26] and Nokia a

NFC and RFID API [27] to allow the development of such

applications. Currently, many mobile phone vendors sup-

port the development of Java Specification Request (JSR)

257 Contactless Communication API7 to define a standard

API for contactless communication with RFID/NFC tags or

bar codes.

The NFC forum has defined certain specifications for

message exchange, such as NFC Data Exchange Format

(NDEF),8 NFC Record Type Definition (RTD),9 and Type

1/2/3/4 Tag Operation Specification. The NFC Data

Exchange Format (NDEF) specification has defined a

message encapsulation format for exchanging information,

e.g., between one NFC Forum Device and another, or an

NFC Forum Tag.

4 OSGi Alliance, http://www.osgi.org/Main/HomePage.
5 UPnP FORUM, http://www.upnp.org/.

6 NFC Forum, http://www.nfc-forum.org/home.
7 JSR 257: Contactless Communication API, Version 0.85, Public

Review Draft, October 5 2005, http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=257.
8 NFC Forum, ‘‘NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF 1.0)’’, NFCFo-

rum-TS-NDEF_1.0, 2006.7.24.
9 NFC Forum, ‘‘NFC Record Type Definition (RTD 1.0)’’, NFCFo-

rum-TS-RTD_1.0, 2006.7.24.
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NDEF is a lightweight, binary message format that can be

used to encapsulate one or more application-defined payloads

of arbitrary type and size into a single message construct.

Each payload is described by type, length, and optional

identifier. In addition, the NFC forum also defines certain

Record Type Definitions (RTD) that are intended to support

NFC-specific applications and service frameworks by pro-

viding a means for reserving well-known record types, and

third party extension types. Figure 2a shows the structure of

the Generic Control Record Type Definition (GCRTD) [23],

while Fig. 2b showing an example of message format. Based

on GCRTD, the control context of a smart space can be easily

exchanged between an NFC phone and reader.

Among the wireless communication technologies that

have been developed for use in the home automation

environment is Bluetooth, ZigBee [2]. In Table 1, we make

a simple comparison between such technologies, concen-

trating on four main aspects; security, personalization,

flexibility, and power consumption. Security in the home is

obviously important [29]. NFC and RFID are short-range

communication technologies (10–20 cm) and clearly offer

higher security than the other two approaches shown. As

for personalization, both NFC and RFID serve as keys,

while also storing control context in their devices and

offering greater personalization than the others. It is the

case that that the Bluetooth does have medium personali-

zation and has been widely used in handheld devices. The

flexibility in the comparison mainly concerns the question

of replacing the control context, which the RFID user will

find is not easy. Concerning power, neither RFID nor NFC

use power for their passive mode and for transmission only

very low power is required for the short-range the device.

2.2 Related work

Much interesting research into related systems has taken

place over recent years [2, 4, 7, 12, 28], but many of the

proposals have either lacked sufficient attention to

personalization or have needed complex operations on the

part of the user. The following is a discussion of those works.

Georgia Tech’s Aware Home [7] was a prototype for an

intelligent space that constituted a living laboratory aware

of itself and of the activities of people within the system. It

combines the context-aware and ubiquitous sensing, com-

puter vision-based monitoring, and acoustic tracking.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and TIAX

LLC10 has been working on the PlaceLab initiative [6],

which was a part of the House_n11 project, the research

mission for which is to design and build real living envi-

ronments—’’living labs’’—that are used to study technology

and design strategies in context, in this instance, a one-

bedroom condominium with hundreds of sensors installed in

nearly every part of it.

Kim and Lee [12] proposed a personal context-aware

Universal Remote Controller (URC), a system that allows

users connected to it to control home appliances in their

own preferred manner. It is runs via a home server, which

supports service discovery and user repositories and allows

access to any public universal remote controller. Although

personalized control is supported, it is not user-friendly

control, seen in the fact that appliances in question require

complex interaction, quite unlike one-touch NFC.

Han et al. [2] proposed remote-controllable and energy-

saving room architecture with an automatic standby power

cut off outlet and the ZigBee controller with IR (Infrared

radiation) code-learning functionality to configure the

architecture. The outlet monitors power consumption

periodically, with the effect that when the power reads

below threshold, it is automatically cut off at the outlet,

thus reducing wastage during standby. What this system

lacks, though, is sufficient consideration of personalization

in the digital or smart home environment.

Park et al. [4] proposed a dynamic control scheme for

multiple legacy IR-controllable consumer electronic devi-

ces based on IEEE802.15.4, especially on ZigBee protocol.

Their scheme uses a URC unit based on ZigBee WPAN,

termed Z-URC (ZigBee-based universal remote control),

and a ‘‘Z2IR (ZigBee to infrared)’’ conversion module for

converting control messages transferred through the Zig-

Bee network into IR typed control signals. The list of

devices to be controlled here by the Z-URC dynamically

varies, that is, they are added or dropped depending on the

location of the Z-URC unit carried by the user from place

to place. A further disadvantage is that personalization for

the smart environment has not been considered.

NTT DoCoMo has developed a controller that enables

home appliances to be operated with 3G FOMA12

Fig. 1 NFC reference implementation framework

10 http://www.tiaxllc.com/.
11 http://architecture.mit.edu/house_n/placelab.html.
12 http://www.mobilecomms-technology.com/projects/foma/.
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videophone handsets, enabling remote operations such as

programming TV recordings and playback; switching

lights and air-conditioning on and off and viewing live

surveillance video of the user’s home, sent automatically

whenever sensors located there detect movement. The

problem, though, is the same as with Kim’s solution [12].

The system does support personalized control of appli-

ances, but instead of it being a user-friendly operation, the

control requires complex interaction on the part of the

user.

Nichols and Myers [28] proposed a framework for

automatically generating appliance interfaces from abstract

specifications of appliance functions. The interfaces here

give users full control of appliance functionality and are

consistent with any other interface the phone has, which

allows leverage of existing knowledge. Although support-

ing personalized control, their system does have problems

with connection cost and security.

3 Universal service framework for near field

communication

The proposed NFC development toolkits listed above in

Sect. 2 all lack a negotiation protocol for interacting

between NFC devices. Without this negotiation protocol,

the user must manually select the tag that conveys user

preference messages between reader and phone. The phone

holds multiple keys and tags relating to a variety of oper-

ations in the smart space, and via the reader the user

manually selects the relevant keys and associated tags to

contact the NFC phone. It is our intention to short circuit

such needlessly complex operations by proposing instead

the modularized Universal Service Framework for an NFC

platform that we term US-NFC. We here describe the

architecture and components of the device.

To design an architecture to suit possible future appli-

cations also, we divide the US-NFC into three layers shown

in Fig. 3, Application Layer, Core Layer, and NFC Inter-

face Layer. The Application Layer includes all applications

on the framework. These interact with the Core Layer via

the Dispatcher module. The role of the Core layer, the main

part of the device, is to manage, parse, and store all tags

received from another peer with which it will negotiate.

The Interface Layer, the hardware part of device, sends and

receives the RF field. When a request sent by an applica-

tion interacts with one peer, the Interface Layer initiates a

RF field for sending it to another.

The Core Layer consists of Dispatcher (DP), Application

Registry (AR), Record Manager (RM), Record Parser (RP),

NFC Repository (NFCR), AppName Repository (ANR),

NFC Controller, and Network Connector. Their functions

are briefly described as follows:

• DP A bridging component between a NFC layer and

applications. It is mainly responsible for parsing

exchanged messages (or tags) and dispatching them to

related components for further processing.

• AR A launched application needs to register itself

before it can receive any message from a peer and the

DP can deliver a related request or message to it. The

AR is the place where information relating to registered

applications is kept.

• RM A NFC device may hold multiple tags for various

applications and the user might also receive tags from

smart posters and keys (tags) for entering a smart space.

The RM is designed for managing the tags stored in the

NFC Repository.

• RP Responsible for encapsulating a request (tag) into a

NDEF message and de-encapsulating a NDEF message

into a request (tag).

• NC Offers a connection capability to wireless channels

such as GPRS or Bluetooth for access to other

networks.

“GC” CONFIG

BYTE

“T” TARGET 

IDENTIFIER

“A” ACTION 

FLAG 

BYTE

ACTION 

IDENTIFIER

“D” DATA

TYPE

NAME PAYLOAD

TYPE

NAME PAYLOAD

TYPE 

NAME PAYLOAD

TYPE

NAME PAYLOAD

(a) 
“GC” “T” “NCASH” “A” “SETTING” “D” XML FILE

(b) 

Fig. 2 a The structure of

generic control record type

definition (GCRTD), b Message

format example

Table 1 Compare NFC with other wireless communication technologies

RFID Bluetooth ZigBee NFC

Security High Low Low High

Personalization High Medium Low High

Flexibility Low High High High

Power consumption No High Low Low
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• NFC Controller Monitors the state of NFC hardware

and controls switching between communication (active/

passive) modes.

• NFC Repository (NFCR) and AppName Repository

(ANR) Both used for storing tags and application ID in

the framework.

Possible applications of NFC [29] can be classified into

the five categories of Authentication, Payment, Data

Exchange, Device Setting, and Unknown, each with a

different operation flow. Figure 4 shows the task of these

modules and the flow for authentication using the US-

NFC. (We do not refer in the following description to

operation flows for any of the other categories.) First, the

NFC phone is set to Receive Mode to deal with requests

from the NFC reader, e.g., located at the entry to a res-

idential building. Dispatcher calls NFC controller to set

the mode. Then, the phone contacts the reader and

receives a request (tag) for an authentication key via a

message. NFC Interface delivers the request to Dispatcher

via NFC Controller and Record Passer. On receiving the

request, Dispatcher notifies the User and asks Record

Manager for a properly authorized key. After calling

Record Parser, the resulting authentication check is

packed as a tag and sent to NFC Controller. Finally, the

result is reported to the reader via NFC Interface. The

detailed flow is shown in Fig. 4

The diverse applications highlight the necessity for an

extensible and scalable message format between NFC

peers, a need that we answer with our designed NDEF

for the US-NFC. Although the GCRTD can be used to

encapsulate a control message to initiate a desired action,

it is difficult to verify what kind of registered application

will be invoked. An example of message exchange is

shown in Fig. 5. ‘‘AU’’ in ‘‘Service Type’’ means that

the message has to do with checking authentication.

‘‘Application Name’’ field identifies the name of the

application to which the request is addressed. ‘‘Decision

Code’’ can be used for various applications, but here

carries the requested gate ID. ‘‘Content’’ field can be

used to deliver the content of the request. Here, the

value ‘‘FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF’’ means that it is a request

message for authentication, while the other refers to the

content of a tag. For example, the control context for a

selected appliance will be encapsulated into the field. In

addition, all fields are encapsulated into the GCRTD of

the NFC.

The example shown in Fig. 5 is that of a user wishing

entry to a residential building, where the NFC reader at the

main entrance asks for the authentication key. When the

NFC phone receives that request, it extracts Decision Code

so as to ascertain the relevant authentication code, which it

then packed into a tag before finally responding to the tag

in the NFC reader.

Fig. 3 The architecture of

universal NFC service

framework
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4 Home automation architecture

This section presents the architecture for constructing the

NFC-driven home automation framework.

4.1 Architecture

The architecture shown in Fig. 6 comprises four parts:

Front End (FE), Community End (CE), Home End (HE),

and Appliances End (AE). FE involves a NFC phone and

reader located at a residential community entrance, pro-

viding for general security control. CE controls communal

appliances via the components of Manager, Authentication

Module (AM), Control Flow Processing Module (CPM).

Manager controls managing and dispatch operations in CE

and also relays control context to the next CE or HE. AM

checks authorization and authentication. CPM schedules

the control of appliances according to control context. The

functions of HE and HE are similar, with the first con-

trolling appliances in the home and the second communal

appliances.

If the home is a stand-alone building with no communal

parts, the CE can be easily removed without modification.

Similarly, if the home is part of a larger community, CEs

can be easily added into the system in a parallel or serial

manner to extend management to both kinds of appliances,

as shown in Fig. 7. It may be the case that there are n CEs

on the way to an HE; so that the path to HE may be

FE ? CE1 ? CE2 ? … ? CEn ? HE. Each CE needs

to relay remaining control context to the next CE or HE.

For example, as in Fig. 7, if the user lives at residence

number Room 3F25 of Building A, the control context will

be relayed to the HE of Room 3F25 from the CE of

the communal entrance and to the CE of Building

A. Obviously, the design can gain system flexibility. AE is

a set of home appliances that are UPnP-embedded and

controlled by the OSGi-based Home gateway. Each part

can be connected by existing network protocols, such as the

Wi-Fi, HomeRF or Power Line Communication network.

Based on observation of Fig. 7, an overall tag for con-

trolling all appliances is needed. The control context C for

all appliances consists of n two-tuple elements, which is

defined as follows:

C ¼ f\Key1; C1 [ ; \Key2; C2 [ ; . . .;\Keyn; Cn [ g

When n is equal to 1, it means that the user resides in a

stand-alone building. Each tuple is a pair involving a Keyi

for authentication and control context Ci of the layer i on

the path to home. Each Keyi and Keyj, 1 \= i, j \= n, can

be the same or distinguishable, depending on the

implementation. The ith CE will get the pair Keyi and Ci.

When a NFC user employs a phone to contact a reader to

gain entry to the community, the reader sends a request

involving control context C. The NFC device initiates

whole control context C delivery, and then the reader

delivers context C to Manager of CE or HE. The first CE

(CE1) extracts Key1 and C1. If Key1 is authorized, then C1

will be delivered to CPM for further processing, and then to

process control according to user preference. The

remaining tuple of the control context, say {\Key2,

C2[,…,\Keyn, Cn[}, is forwarded to the next CE (CE2).

Control context Ci is an implementation issue that will be

described in detail in Sect. 5.

4.2 Function and components of CE and HE

This section describes the function, components and

application scenario of CE and HE. All these components

Fig. 4 The flow of

authentication using the US-

NFC
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can be implemented as an OSGi bundle.13 The main

function of CE is as a control gateway to mediate the

process and control the appliances in the community. As

mentioned in the previous section, the CE consists of an

Authentication Module, a Control Processing Module and a

set of communal appliances. Here, we depict these com-

ponents in details as shown in Fig. 8.

Manager This component can be implemented as a

Manager bundle. When a control context is sent to Man-

ager, it extracts Key and launches AM to check authenti-

cation and extracts and sends context to CPM for further

processing.

Authentication Module (AM) AM involves Member

Database, Entry Record, and Authentication Bundle. AM is

mainly responsible for checking user authentication and

recording user entrances for security. To improve security,

Fig. 5 Message format and

exchange for authentication

between NFC peers

Fig. 6 System architecture

13 A bundle is a group of Java classes and additional resources

equipped with a detailed manifest file on all its contents, as well as

additional services needed to give the included group of Java classes

more sophisticated behaviors, to the extent of deeming the entire

aggregate a component.
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a certain cryptography algorithm can be implemented in

the Authentication Bundle.

Control flow Processing Module (CPM) CPM is

responsible for retrieving control context (Ci), scheduling

the operation of appliances and monitoring their states.

CPM consists of Control flow controller bundle (in short,

Control Bundle, CB), and Control Point bundle (in short,

CPB) of Appliances. When a user request sent by the NFC

phone arrives, CB extracts the control context and sched-

ules the initiation of appliances.

Services Each appliance is a kind of device. In the

framework, we adopt UPnP, which is a set of networking

protocols that allow devices to connect seamlessly, to

simplify the implementation of networks in the home, and

to emulate all the appliances. Each device may have one or

many services to be invoked.

The main function of HE is as another control gateway

for a home appliance. When Manager of CE receives a

request from a user, it relays the control context of the

appliance to HE. Similarly, the Manager of HE parses the

request, extracts the control context, and schedules exe-

cution of the appliance. Most functions and components in

HE and CE are almost the same, with the only difference

being that while Manager of CE needs to relay any

remaining context to the next CE or HE, HE does not,

since it is at the end in the control path. Although the

functions of HE and CE are almost the same, the reason

for separating them is that HE is in general a private

device and can only be accessed privately, while CE can

be accessed publicly.

4.3 Execution flow

Figure 9 shows a partial execution flow, i.e., only that for

controlling communal appliances, which is, however, the

same as that for home appliances. First, a NFC phone

contacts a NFC reader and sends a RTD message com-

prising a NFC tag of the request to the reader. Then, the

reader delivers the RTD message related to the request to

the Manager bundle of CE. Next, Manager bundle extracts

Key from the RTD and checks user authorization and

authentication. The process of authentication depends on

the algorithm utilized in the module. In our prototyping, we

only use a simple key matching process. If the user is

authorized to enter the community and control appliances,

Manager extracts the control context that is related to

communal appliances and then invokes CB by sending a

user request. CB then schedules execution of control of

appliances according to the context. Lastly, CE relays any

remaining control context to the next CE or HE. All control

processes and monitoring are executed via CPB.

5 Implementation

In implementing the framework, to enhance the scalability

of home automation, we adopt a variety of well-known

standards, such as OSGi for gateway control, UPnP for

servicing appliance, an embedded system for emulating

appliances, and XML for formatting the control context.

Most appliances are implemented with an embedded

Fig. 7 A macro view of the

architecture of home automation
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system. In addition, to demonstrate the system and measure

performance, we also design a control flow authoring tool

and prototype the whole set-up.

5.1 Personal preference orchestration

In this system, the user needs to prior orchestrate personal

preference and store it in the NFC phone. To offer a flex-

ible environment, the preference can be presented in XML

format and changed dynamically. To facilitate the pre-

orchestration, we implement an authoring tool termed

Control Flow Designer (CFD) for visually defining user

preference, as shown in Fig. 10. The tool allows the control

flow of appliances to be regulated, with each appliance

viewed as a node in the flow. The nodes are so connected

as to indicate that appliances can be activated sequentially.

However, if required the nodes can be executed in parallel.

A design for such operations has the following features:

• Visualization Devices can be individually configured

visually with no technical labeling needed.

• Initiation time presetting Timing of activation of

devices can be predefined individually.

• Execution flow presetting Activation of related appli-

ances can be orchestrated in sequence.

For example, on arriving at the residential community

and initiating the contact between the NFC phone and

reader, the user may wish first to switch on Hot-Water

Heater and set to 60�C. This operation will be activated

10 s after making the phone/reader contact. After 20 s,

Lights and Air-Conditioner in the living room will switch

on, and so on. The flow in Fig. 10 shows the generation of

an XML-formatted control, orchestrated in NCASHAction

language. Figure 11 shows the partial control context in

NCASHAction language. The orchestration is easily stored

in the phone and encapsulated in a tag of RFID for delivery

Fig. 8 Community control gateway architecture
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to the reader via NFC interface. The following is a list of

the XML tags: RefID, StartTime, Control Act, and FolID.

Taken in order, RefID simply shows the sequence of con-

trol context, StartTime refers to the remaining time for

initiating a device, Control Act represents the action of a

device, and FolID refers to the ID of the next device to be

initiated.

5.2 Control bundle implementation

In this work, each component of CE and HE was imple-

mented as an individual bundle using Prosyst’s Equinox

Framework14, that is, an OSGi framework. These bundles

can invoke each other to complete a user request. The

function of most HE and CE components are similar. Here,

we only depict the implementation of HE.

As shown in Fig. 9, when CE receives a NFC request for

authentication for a user wishing entry to the residential

community, Manager bundle extracts the context that is

encapsulated in the request message and sends it to HE. Then,

as shown in Fig. 12, HE executes the following steps. Manager

bundle extracts the user ID, saving the control context in a

XML file for further processing, and then sends the ID to

Authentication bundle to check authentication. If authentica-

tion is ok, Manager bundle sends the context formatted in

XML to CB for scheduling control, which is done by invoking

Control Point step-by-step. The following shows the sequence

of operations by which CB reads and schedules control context

and passes context FOR each device to Control Point Bundle.

1. Read control context, which is in XML format, as

shown in Fig. 11.

2. Parse the XML-formatted control context and con-

structs it as a DOM tree.

Fig. 10 Control flow designer

14 Prosyst’s Equinox Framework, http://dz.prosyst.com/oss/.
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3. One a NCashAction node is received, start the

scheduling.

4. Read the content of NCashAction.

5. Pass the control context for each device to Control

Point Bundle (CPB).

6. Repeat steps 3–6 until end of file.

5.3 System prototyping

In this prototyping, we utilize a WAVE-TEK WR100

RFID/NFC HF Reader15 to perform the functionality of a

NFC device, which can transmit data up to 424 Kbps. We

also use a FUJITSU LifeBook-U1010 UMPC to tie the

reader to emulating a NFC phone. The emulated phone can

contact the reader, which is installed in a desktop, as shown

in Fig. 13a. When emulated phone contacts the reader, it

not only sends the Key that allows entry to the residential

community, but also the personal preference encapsulated

in GCRTD. In addition, we emulate home appliances using

a DMA-2400XP embedded system, as shown in Fig. 13b.

All appliances are connected in a 100 Mbps Ethernet net-

work. The community gateway (CE) is run on a Notebook

with Pentium Dual Core CPU, 1.86 GHz, 2.00 GB RAM

and the home gateway (HE) on a UMPC with Pentium M

processor 1.73 GHz, 1.49 GB RAM. To demonstrate the

feasibility of the proposed architecture, we emulate all the

home appliances by porting a UPnP code into the embed-

ded system. Then, we add the control code segment of the

peripheral device into the UPnP stub. Finally, we port the

UPnP device code into the embedded system to emulate the

home appliances, so that Control Point Bundle (CPB) can

utilize UPnP protocol to deliver the control code to these

UPnP devices. Finally, we implement home appliances to

demonstrate feasibility, as shown in Fig. 13c.

6 Performance evaluation and discussion

6.1 Performance measurement

Performance measurement is important in evaluating a

real-world system. To measure system performance, the

total latency of the system can be defined as follows:

Total latency ¼ TNFC þ
Xn

i¼1

TCEi
þ THE

where n is the number of CE on the path to the home of the

user. TNFC is the time consumed at reader NFC, TCEi is the

time consumed at CE, THE is the time consumed at HE

We assume here that if each CE and HE records the

same time consumed, the total latency can be simplified to

TNFC þ ðnþ 1ÞTCE. Because the transmission rate of the

NFC device is up to 424 Kbps, the TNFC can be simply

obtained by computing transmission time between NFC

peers. Therefore, performance measurement can be directly

divided into two parts, the first being US-NFC, and the

second, CE. In the measurement of the first, the latency of

US-NFC obviously dominates the overhead of front end,

while the NFC reader also utilizes the US-NFC platform.

First, we measure the latency of the key setting. When a

NFC phone is intended to serve as the entrance key to the

smart home, it must first set an authentication key. Fig-

ure 14 shows the latency of the key setting. The phone

sends the key setting to the reader, which receives and

parses the request, and extracts the authentication key from

the request, and stores it in the NFC tag repository. As

shown in Fig. 14, the latency of receiving and parsing the

tag consumes less than 0.4 ms, which is the major part and

dominates the latency. The time consumed by RM (Record

Manager) is less than 13 ls, and DP less than 5 ls. The

total time consists of that spent by the phone sending the

tag and that of the reader receiving it. Obviously, it is near

double the latency consumed by a single component, which

is reasonable. However, the latency does not affect the

system performance.

Second, we measure the latency of authentication. Here,

we assume that the phone keeps multiple entrance keys for

Fig. 11 Partial control sequence of home appliance

15 http://www.wave-tek.com/Products_CHT.htm.
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a residential building. In the authentication scenario, the

NFC reader first sends a request for an authentication tag to

the NFC phone. On receiving the request, the phone

encapsulates all the keys it has into a tag, which it sends to

the reader for authentication. The purpose of this operation

is to improve performance. There is no problem in

encapsulating single key into a tag. It is clear that the

latency increases with any increase in the number of keys

in the phone. In the example, the length of the request sent

by the reader is 43 bytes and the authentication key is 57

bytes. Figure 15 shows the latency of the authentication

process. Here, we measure only the time consumed by the

US-NFC on the NFC reader-side, since the latency is

approximately equal to the latency of the NFC phone in our

test-bed.

Figure 15a refers to the case of 1 key in the tag repos-

itory of the NFC reader, Fig. 15b to the case of 5 keys, and

Fig. 15c to the case of 10 keys. In each case here, similar to

key setting, the time for receiving and parsing the tag

constitutes the main part of the latency. In addition, these

cases make it clear that the more keys that are encapsulated

in the tag, the more time is consumed during the steps of

receiving and parsing. The reason is that not only do

multiple encapsulations of keys increase the size of the tag,

but also the Record Parser module needs more time for

parsing the extra keys. Figure 15a gives a total time of less

than 0.25 ms, Fig. 15b less than 0.4 ms and Fig. 15c less

than 0.41 ms. This is reasonable because the more keys the

NFC has, the more time is needed to check authentication.

There are two cases needing further explanation. The

first concerns the possible scenario of a single key encap-

sulated in a tag in a reply message failing in the authen-

tication process, thus triggering the reader to send an alert

to the phone requesting another key. If this happens, total

time for authentication will be a multiple of that for case

Fig. 15a, and total latency will exceed that for case

Fig. 12 Parsing control flow

for controlling home appliances
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Fig. 15b. In response to that scenario, it appears that a

scheme in which multiple keys are encapsulated in a tag is

superior to one of one-key-only-in-a-tag. It is in fact usual

for users to hold multiple keys. The second scenario con-

cerns the acceptable total time for parsing multiple keys

(e.g., 10) from a tag. We can deduce from Fig. 15c that if a

user holds up to 100 keys in the NFC phone, the total time

for parsing and extracting keys from the replied tag is also

acceptable based on the US-NFC framework.

In addition to measuring the latency of authentication

checking in the NFC reader, we also measure the latency of

controlling home appliances. We do two experiments to

measure the response time for evaluating system perfor-

mance, as shown in Fig. 16. The first involves measuring

the response time between a Controller Bundle (CB) and

home appliances, and the second the response time

between a Control Point Bundle (CPB) deployed in the

home and home appliances.

Fig. 13 A prototype using

DMA-2400XP embedded

system. a Emulated NFC phone

contact NFC reader. b An

emulated home appliance.

c Home appliances deployment
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Figure 16a shows the response time for home appliances

measured at CB, the average being about 1 ms. The response

time mainly comprises the time for execution of the

embedded system and network latency. We believe that

response time will increase as the size of the XML-based

rules increases. Figure 16b shows the response time of home

appliance measured at CPB, the average being less than 1 ms.

It is reasonable because most of the overhead comprises the

execution time of the embedded system and network latency.

Similarly, we can deduce from Fig. 16c the circumstances for

a home that ties 20 or fewer appliances in the framework, the

latency to schedule the control context is also acceptable.

From the above evaluation and definition of total

latency, we can summarize that the system is efficient, even

if the user has many Keys and many appliances are

deployed in the community and in the home. Total latency

will not affect system operations.

6.2 Discussion

This section will discuss some issues related to the pros and

cons of the proposed approach. These are security, pref-

erence confliction, and other advantages.

6.2.1 Security issue

Cryptography support is important not for identity authenti-

cation, but also for making home automation secure, such as

in [17], employed in a single well-developed reliable trans-

port protocol. Fortunately, in recent years, many excellent

cryptography algorithms for RFID to enhance security have

been proposed [16, 30, 31] and we see no need to attempt in

this paper to add any new ones. In our approach, we develop

the framework in a modularized scheme. Any cryptography

algorithm can be easily embedded into an authentication

bundle of the Authentication Module (AM) easily or replaced

directly. In addition, cryptography algorithms in CE and HE

can be different, so that security can be greatly improved.

Therefore, in the proposed approach, our scheme enhances

and guarantees both security and privacy.

6.2.2 Preference conflict

All approaches that support user preference raise pref-

erence conflict [32]. In the last decade, much research
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Fig. 14 The performance of key setting

Fig. 15 The performance of authentication if a NFC phone has 1, 5

or 10 keys in its database. a 1 key. b 5 Keys. c 10 Keys

Fig. 16 The latency measurement. a Response time of home

gateway. b Response time of control point
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concerning conflict resolution has gone into proposals

for the smart homes and the intelligent office [33]. We

do not discuss the security issue here, nor do we pro-

pose any new conflict resolving algorithm. In the mod-

ularized architecture, any excellent conflict resolving

algorithm can be easily embedded into the controller

bundle of the Control Processing Module (CPM) or

replaced directly.

6.2.3 Advantages

Further relevant points when comparing the advantages of

our proposed system with the two featured in Sect. 1.1, that

is, the so-called Mobile-controlled Home Automation,16,17

(MC) and Web Services-based Home Automation (WS)

[14, 15]:

• Energy Saving and Carbon Reduction With our system,

appliances can be activated only when the user arrives

home, while with MC and WS activation must be

executed some time before that point. Obviously, our

system may score higher for energy saving and carbon

reduction, but could be considered inconvenient for an

appliance that the user may wish to activate before

arriving home, e.g., a rice cooker.

• Diversity Our system provides for automation not only

in the home space, but also in the communal space. The

user preference can cover any communal appliance that

is authorized to the user and, in addition, multiple

preferences can be stored in the NFC phone. Users can

easily initiate and control appliances employing user

preferences separated out by place and time. In

addition, as may be observed from Fig. 7, this

automation system can be flexibly deployed in a

large-scale residential community as well as in quite

different circumstances [34], for instance, in a manu-

facturing environment.

• Connection Cost The MC approach incurs extra

connection costs when mobile phones are used to

connect to a home gateway, whereas both WS and our

proposed approach do not. However, MC can control

appliances anytime and anywhere.

• Convenience Adopting the proposed approach, a range

of appliances can be activated by a series of minor

operations that cover authorization, authentication and

checking, affording control by a one-touch NFC phone

and NFC reader with no need for operations and

interactions with other systems. It is thus far easier than

MC and WS.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a novel application for a NFC

phone, namely, a NFC-driven digital home environment.

The application allowed the user of a NFC phone to control

home appliances in a smart home space, with the control

driven by requests sent by the phone in the shape of pre-

defined user preference. The phone acted not only as the

key for accessing the space, but also delivered a person-

alized control context that regulated numbers of appliances

in the space. First, a previously proposed Universal Service

framework for the phone (US-NFC), designed as a nego-

tiation mechanism between NFC devices, was used to

construct a flexible NFC-driven Home Automation Envi-

ronment (HAE) architecture that was suitable for inferring

user preference for appliances both in communal and

domestic spaces. In addition, a simple authoring tool for

creating user preference for all appliances was presented,

as well as a prototype to demonstrate the feasibility of the

architecture and evaluate the performance and efficiency of

the system. Finally, we discussed the usability and effec-

tiveness of the proposed approach.

Looking to the future, we shall make it our task to apply

a conflict resolving algorithm to the CPM and integrate the

architecture with ontology technology and rule-based rea-

soning with the aim of constructing personalized context-

aware smart spaces. The appliances can be controlled and

driven by requests sent from a NFC phone with no need to

consider the context of the environment.
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